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Mel’s Meanderings

By Mel Thompson, Fearless Leader

March Meeting
Stouts Competition
Truro Community Center Clubhouse
Annandale, Va.
Saturday, March, 2012

April Meeting
Belgian Strongs Competition
April 14, 2012

The MoCo fair grounds proved to be
an exceptional venue for the February meeting. A very good turn out
considering that many BURPers were
traveling on the meeting weekend.
Once again, there was a plethora of
good beers and another big competition which Mike Reinitz and Justin
Housenger handled flawlessly. Many
thanks to those of you who took time
out from the meeting festivities to be
sequestered judging for the competition. Mike and Justin
have it down to a science, with more judges, smaller flights
and a single compilation score sheet, substantially reducing
the time commitment. And thanks again to Bill Ridgely for
getting BURP the meeting hall at no cost.
Though I was near the door meeting and greeting, Wendy
Aaronson put on a program tasting and describing the
various Belgian Strong Ale sub categories for the upcoming
club competition to be held at the April meeting. The tables
were full with several new members participating and I was
told that the session was excellent. Once again, nice to see
a number of first time BURPers. It looks like our future as
an active homebrew club is assured.
Head brewer, Bret and assistant brewer, Eric from Growlers, the local brewpub in Gaithersburg, were in attendance
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and brought growlers (no pun intended) of 4 of their beers.
Bret explained their 1 ½ barrel pilot program, a new addition to the existing 7 bbl system, and the new whisky barrel aged beers. My favorite was the Wee Heavy aged in a
Pappy Van Winkle barrel. The whisky aroma and flavor was
very apparent, but not dominant. It added a very pleasant
addition to a nice wee heavy. I hope some of you had a
chance to get over to Growlers to try some of their beers.
It’s important to support our local breweries.
Come celebrate St. Patrick’s Day with BURP!!! Yes, the
March meeting will be held on March 17th, the official day
to celebrate Irish culture. What better way to celebrate
than with your friends in BURP, stouts, Irish stew and
corned beef? Don’t forget the BURP mantra: “Bring more
food than you will eat and more beer than you will drink”.
But, and I strongly emphasize this point; don’t get in your
car if you have had too much to drink. Wait it out or call
a cab. We don’t wish to lose any members unnecessarily.
Thanks to Pat and Janet Crowe for getting this month’s
venue.
The March charity will be the National Capitol Chapter of
the National MS Society. Several BURPers have recently
been affected by this scourge, so please show your generosity and buy a load of raffle tickets. One-half of the raffle
proceeds will be donated.
So, I ask again, how many batches have you brewed this
year? You couldn’t ask for more cooperative weather. I
just put batch number 17 (not counting several I’ve helped
brew at other brewer’s houses) in the fermenter and that
pretty much ends my planned brewing schedule for the
season. Bill Newman joined me for the creation of a Scottish 90 – it was supposed to be an 80, but the efficiency
went through the roof and instead of a 1.056 OG, we
ended up with 1.066 without sacrificing volume. Must have
been Newman’s influence. I could dilute it to a proper Scottish 80 gravity, but that goes against my grain. It is what it
is. Now I get to make some experimental beers (not that
all my beers aren’t experimental) with the ulterior purpose
of using up ingredients, and to put on some Friday evening
happy hour real ales.
On a side note, I have found that many of you have not
signed up to receive and send BURPlist emails. This is an
important vehicle with which to communicate BURP and
homebrewing business. If you are not signed up, log in on
the BURP website and sign up. It only takes a few minutes.
See you on St. Paddy’s Day!
Cheers!
P.S. – Where is Howard?
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From the Ministry of Culture
By Justin Housenger and Mike Reinitz
Co-Ministers of Culture

The purpose of BURP monthly competitions is to encourage
brewers to advance their brewing skills by improving recipe
formulation and/or technique based on objective feedback
from score sheets or by experimenting with styles they’ve
never brewed. Competitions promote education and the
availability of great tasting homebrewed beer at meetings.
American Ale Competition Wrap-Up
FeBREWary’s monthly competition was a patriotic showdown of American Ales. Thanks to all who entered the 18
beers in this competition: 9 Pale Ales, 5 Amber Ales, and 4
Brown Ales. Thanks also to the judges: Matt Pyle, Mark
Hogenmiller, Trish Koch, Nick Griner, Jamie Langlie,
Terri Fischer, Christine Newman, and Bob Rouse.
After much deliberation, the BOS panel (Trish, Jamie, Terri,
and Bob), was able to pick the top three.
In first place, with an American Brown Ale, was BURP’s
very own Fearless Leader, Mel Thompson, whose beer
was described as having a “good malt complexity” with
“caramel and chocolate” notes as well as a “piney hop
aroma.” Second place went to Thomas Sords with his
American Pale Ale named Lawnmower III, and third place
also went to Mel Thompson for his American Amber Ale.
Congratulations guys, and we promise to have ribbons at
the March meeting for everyone!
First place winner, and brewer extraordinaire, Mel Thompson was nice enough to provide his winning recipe:
American Brown Ale
For 5.5 gallons
OG: 1.064
FG: 1.012
IBU: 49
Grain
10 lb Maris Otter
12 oz CaraPils
12 oz Crystal 60L
8 oz Brown Malt
3 oz Chocolate Malt
2 oz Belgian Special B
Hops
0.8 oz Centennial at 60 min
0.8 oz Amarillo at 30 min
1 oz Cascade at 10 min
1 oz Cascade at 2 min
1 oz Cascade dry-hopped in secondary
Yeast
White Labs WLP001—California Ale (800 ml starter)
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Spirit of Free
Beer Update
Planning for the
20th Spirit of Free
Beer is well underway and a large
group of volunteers
has been working
hard to ensure this
year’s competition
[Justin Housenger (left) and
is a success. JudgMike Reinitz]
ing will once again
be held at Mad Fox Brewing Company on Saturday, May
12 with entries due by Friday, May 4. Port City Brewing
has offered to store entries for us prior to the competition,
and we are working on a potential judging site for the Friday night before the competition as well. Drop-off locations
will be at Flying Barrel (also the mail-in site), Maryland
Homebrew, myLHBS, and Cairo Wine & Liquor in DC.
Eric Hedge has been working hard on getting the word
out, and he may be asking for help with distributing posters
and spreading the word. A special shout-out goes to Bob
King, our Prize Coordinator, who along with his team has
amassed around 70 sponsors so far. We’re going to have
some incredible prizes for this year’s competition including
gift certificates, 55 lb bags of grain, a full kegging system,
temperature controllers, Polarware brew kettles, and a
couple of chances to “Brew with the Brewmaster” at nearby
breweries. The only way to win though, is to enter!
Upcoming Monthly Competitions
As a reminder, the calendar of competitions has been set
through March 2013 and is available on the BURP website,
so brew, brew, brew! The BURP Ministers of Enlightenment,
Steve Marler and Robert Stevens, organized another
excellent educational tasting in FeBREWary on Belgian
Strong Ales to prepare you for the April competition. Minister of Culture Emeritus, Wendy Aaronson, led the tasting
and discussion of Belgian Blonde Ales, Strong Golden Ales,
Dubbels, Tripels, and Dark Strong Ales.
The pre-registration of beers has been working great so far
and we ask that everyone register by the Thursday prior to
a meeting – we will not be accepting unregistered entries
on the day of a meeting. Please email Mike and Justin
at culture@burp.org to register. Additionally, we’ll need
volunteers to judge at all the upcoming competitions. The
team style judging of ranked BJCP judge and novice judge
has been very effective, and really gives the aspiring judge
some hands on practice with an experienced judge. Those
especially that are in the upcoming BJCP prep course to
take the exam early next year are encouraged to practice
judging as often as they can and the monthly competitions
are a great place to start. Find Mike or Justin before the
judging starts or email us at culture@burp.org before the
meeting to let us know if you’re interested. The goal is to
get a lot of judges and keep flights small (3-5 beers), so
that the competition goes quickly and we can all get back
to enjoying the meeting.
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March Competition
March’s meeting is on St. Patrick’s Day…what better way
to celebrate than with stouts! Anything in Category 13 is
fair game – Dry Stout, Sweet Stout, Oatmeal Stout, Foreign
Extra Stout, American Stout, and Russian Imperial Stout.
Fire up your brew kettles and get your Irish on! Please
register your entries by Thursday, March 15 by emailing us.
We ask that entrants submit at least 2 bottles, but 3 bottles
is preferable.
April Competition
April’s competition will turn the dial back up on strength as
we welcome in beers from Category 18: Belgian Blondes
(18A), Dubbels (18B), Tripels 18C), Belgian Golden Strong
Ales (18D), and Belgian Dark Strong Ales (18E). There’s
no better way to welcome in the warmer weather than with
this diverse, flavorful set of ales.
May Competition
May is the annual chili meeting and “Best Beer With Chili”
competition. As in past years, this is a keg competition,
which means you need to submit at least a 2.5 gallon keg.
Entries will be judged by popular vote. You will still need
to pre-register though so that we can create labels and
ballots. Any style is fair game as long as it helps to beat the
heat!

BURP Prosperity Report

By Mark Hogenmiller & Bob King
Minister of Prosperity & Minister of Raffles &
Philanthropy
Charity of the Month – March 2012
The charity for March will be the National Capital
Chapter of the National MS Society, with 50% of the
raffle donations going to them! The chapter is committed
to providing vital support and personalized services to
the many thousands of individuals living with MS in the
Washington, DC metropolitan area, their families, friends,
and colleagues.
More information can be found at http://www.
nationalmssociety.org/chapters/dcw/index.aspx
Merchandise News - We still have the following available:
BURP Lapel Pins - $3 (make great exchange gifts while pub
crawling)
BURP Euro Style Stickers - $1 (buy one for all of your cars
and kegs)
NEW! BURP Beer Mats/Coasters $20/Sleeve of 100
BURP 30th Anniversary T-shirts $10 Sizes M, L, and XL
available
See me at the next meeting to purchase merchandise.
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Minister of Raffles & Philanthropy
Bob King is currently replenishing the stocks of donated
items; please contact him at raffle@burp.org if you have
any items you may wish to donate to BURP.
BURP members are reminded that all expense submissions
must include details. Required details are date,
exact amount, detailed item description, any special
circumstances, and name of person to be reimbursed.
Event coordinators should maintain a spreadsheet for their
project. Correspondence can be sent to me at prosperity@
burp.org .

Beer School

By Steve Marler and Robert Stevens
Co-Ministers of Enlightenment
We are finishing up
our winter lager
brewing schedule and looking
forward to cherry
trees blooming and
the start of spring.
At the February
BURP meeting,
Wendy Aaronson conducted an
excellent tasting
and discussion of
Belgium Strong Ales. She provided excellent suggestions
on what to focus on when brewing Belgium strong ales,
as well as discussions on flavor as well as aromas. I was
particularly struck by her observation that extract versions
of these beers can turn out very well. In recognition of
Wendy’s efforts, she was appointed to a BURP Professorship of Enlightenment. Also many thanks to Cairo Liquors
for providing the beers that Wendy used for the tasting.
Larry Koch also had the prototype of the Mash tun that he
will to help folks build on display. If you are interested in
building a new Mas htun, let us know.
Building a Mash Tun with Larry
This cooler chest, CPVC pipe and stainless steel screen
system can be built to any size and used with gravity or a
pump.
The rectangular chest must have a thin wall 3/4” side drain.
The screen is 10 x 10 mesh, .025” wire and completely
envelopes the pipe.
The pipe has large holes to allow any grain passing the
screen to flow out.
In a small group, we will fix drain fittings to your chest and
custom build the screen system.

Your cost will be approximately $30 for supplied screen,
piping and fittings. Larger chests may be more.
At the February Brewing Education, Skills, & Techniques
(BEST) meeting, Minister of Enlightenment, Robert Stevens, led a discussion about the malting process as well as
the various types and uses of malts. Robert made several
malt teas of various types of malts for the group to taste
to further demonstrate the many different flavors of malted
barley.
The subject for the March meeting is mashing techniques
which will expand upon the February malt meeting. This
meeting will be held on 29 in Arlington, VA.
For meeting times and directions, send an email Aaron
Share at best@burp.org.
Royden Henry has been answering inquiries and receiving money for BYO subscriptions. By getting your BYO
subscription through BURP, you can save $14.00 on a one
year subscription or $28.00 on a two year subscription. The
savings almost pays for you BURP dues! Yet another example of how BURP providing value to its members! If you
are interested in receiving these savings, contact Royden at
BYOsubscription@BURP.org.
At the April BURP meeting there will be a tasting and
discussion of German Lagers. Although the Brewer’s
Corner where brewers discuss their beers did not happen
as scheduled last month, we plan to actually conduct the
Brewery’s Corner at the April meeting right after the German lager tasting.
If you have any suggestions for future Enlightenment activities let us know and see you at the BURP meeting.
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BURP 10 & 20 Years Ago
Compiled by Bill Ridgely

20 Years Ago,
March 1992
For many club members, the
location of the March 1992
BURP meeting was very
special as it represented
the beginning of their
homebrewing experience.
The site was Brew
Masters, the Rockville,
MD homebrew supply
shop owned and operated
by Reuben & Judy Rudd. The Rudds had opened the
shop a number of years before, not as a homebrew shop
but as a carpentry shop, doing fine cabinetry and other
wood working. When he began homebrewing in 1982,
he set aside a small (originally 12’X12’) portion of the
shop to sell a handful of malt extracts (and make a little
extra money on the side). By 1992, the homebrew shop,
now with a stock of over 200 malt extracts and 20 hop
varieties, had completely eclipsed the carpentry shop as
the hobby became more and more popular. The crowd at
the BURP meeting was a good representation of how far
we had come. There were so many people present, it was
difficult to find room for everyone. But Reuben and Judy
certainly didn’t mind hearing the ring of the cash register
through the day. And the club added ten new members,
mostly regular shop customers who were unaware of our
existence prior to the meeting. The theme of the month
was bock beer, and a tasting of commercial examples
preceded the homebrew competition for the style. I
have no record of the commercial beers presented but
do recall Paulaner Salvator (the world’s first doppelbock)
and Ayinger Celebrator (with the cute little plastic goat)
being on the bill. The ladies of BURP were already sporting
the Celebrator goats as dangle earrings. The homebrew
competition was judged by all present, and results were
announced at day’s end. First place went to your humble
compiler for his doppelbock. Second went to Bill Peters
and third to Wendy Aaronson (specific sub-styles of 2nd
and 3rd place were not mentioned). The meeting wrapped
up with another excellent raffle. The grand prize was a $50
Brew Masters gift certificate donated by the Rudds (and
won by BURPer Sunil Gupta).
The Mar 1992 issue of BURP News kicked off with editor
Dan Carter’s review of the beer and brewing evolution
(rapidly becoming a revolution) in the DC area. One
interesting note from Dan’s article – a mention of a soonto-be-built Old Town Brewing Co featuring BURPer John
Hallberg as head brewer. I don’t believe this ever came
to fruition. John had just returned to the area from his 1st
job as a pro brewer at a small brewpub in Youngstown,
OH. Dan followed this with a nice history of Brew
Masters, the location of the upcoming club meeting. Dan’s
contributions were followed by two February event reports
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from Fearless Leader Jim Dorsch, one on the BURP
homebrewing demo at the Brickskeller and the second on
the February BURP meeting. Next up was Dave “Flying
Foamhead” Smith’s excellent report on searching for
great bottled beer in Brussels (not as easy a task as you
would now think – the concept of the “beer store” was not
really common at this time, and most Europeans drank in
pubs, not at home). The aforementioned John Hallberg
stepped up next with some lessons learned from his recent
class at the Siebel Institute on brewing quality control.
The issue closed with two recipes for Pilsner, the style
for the club’s upcoming May meeting. Both were all-grain
recipes, one from Rick Garvin and the other from Dan
Carter.
10 Years Ago, Mar 2002
The Mar 2002 BURP meeting was held at the home of
Paul Fiorino and Jen Beer in Arlington, VA. The theme,
a BURP tradition by now, was stout. And to celebrate both
that great Irish potable and the life of BURP founding
father Dan McCoubrey, two events took center stage –
the 11th Annual McCoubrey Memorial Stout Competition
and preparation of a batch of McCoubrey’s famous “Irish
Stew for 100”. The stew team was first to arrive and
immediately set to work slicing, dicing, and spicing for
the occasion. Many hands made for light work, and the
stew was soon on the stove, with the wonderful aroma
wafting through the Firoino yard. There was competition
in the aroma department, however. BURP “hopmeister”
Bruce Bennett soon arrived with four bales of hops for
the annual club bulk hop sale. The aroma from the opened
bales soon filled the driveway, drawing club members to
the scene. Soon, gallon plastic bags were being stuffed
with fresh whole hops. As the meeting got underway, a
commercial stout tasting was presented by Enlightenment
Minister Wendy Aaronson. Wendy tossed in a couple
of robust porters to keep the crowd on their toes, and
everyone enjoyed her lively presentation. Wendy also
initiated the first “Brewers Corner” at this meeting, where
members could bring samples of their brews for evaluation
and troubleshooting by the club’s BJCP judges and more
advanced brewers. The main event was the club’s largest
and longest-running competition, which had been held
every year since 1983. There were 20 entries in this year’s
event, judged by a panel of 8 of the club’s BJCP-qualified
judges. Results, announced at meeting’s end, were: 1st,
Mark Hogenmiller (sweetstout); 2nd, Paul Kensler (dry
stout); 3rd, Dave & Becky Pyle (milk stout). Notable was
the fact that Mark, a freshman brewer participating in his
first competitions, won his 2nd ribbon in as many months
and now assumed the lead in the year’s “Brewer of the
Year” standings. One sad note from March 2002 – the
great brewing chemist and prolific beer writer George Fix
passed away during this month. His presence in our hobby
was (and still is) greatly missed.
The Mar 2002 BURP News featured Andy Anderson’s
nice description of “pre-prohibition pilsner”, the beer style
recently brought back by homebrewer Jeff Renner. Andy
discussed the style (as preparation for the club’s upcoming
April pilsner competition) and included Jeff’s original recipe
for the style. Bob & Betsy Kepler stepped up next with
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another great recipe from the “Kepler Kitchen”, this time
for beer battered chicken. One of several secrets Bob &
Betsy revealed was that new cooking oil would not brown
meat properly. They recommended using older cooking oil
at a high temperature. Wrapping up the issue was Tom
Cannon’s thoughts on the upcoming 10th “Spirit of Free
Beer” homebrew competition. Tom lamented that few
BURPers even entered beers in the competition (18% of
entries the previous year) and that only 5 BURP members
were responsible for nearly 25% of all of those entries.
Tom challenged all BURP members to enter bottles from
each batch brewed until the competition, and for nonbrewing members to join up with a brewer to co-enter a
beer.
Compiler’s Note: So, here endeth “BURP 10 and 20 Years
Ago.” As I mentioned in December, next month will mark
the 10th anniversary of this column. Now that I’ve covered
club happenings from our earliest days through Mar 2002,
I’m not particularly inclined to simply rehash old columns
from this point on. But I do want to continue documenting
BURP’s history. So next month, you will see a new format
under the title “This Month in BURP History”. I’ll emphasize
the happenings of 10 years ago and then comb through the
old columns for some tidbits from earlier periods. I hope
those few of you who actually read this stuff will continue
to follow it. We’ll see how it goes. Your suggestions for
improving this effort will always be greatly appreciated.

Two Tales of a City: Two BURP
Couples Visit Asheville, N.C.
by Justin Housenger

Last fall, two intrepid BURP couples headed south to to
what is touted as East Coast Beervana; Asheville, North
Carolina. Asheville boasts the most breweries per capita
in the US. Similar to Portland, Oregon, there is more to
Asheville than its nationally recognized craft brewing scene.
A broad range of activities combine with great beer to lure
thirsty travelers to this bustling mountain city: art and craft
galleries, great restaurants serving local beers, a walkable
downtown, outdoor activities in abundance, and, of course,
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the Biltmore Estate. The two couples’ experiences
covered most of this spectrum, and based on their great
experiences they’d encourage other BURPers to go south to
write Asheville tales of their own.
In October, Justin and Teri Housenger along with Teri’s
parents, spent a couple nights in Asheville, NC to visit Teri’s
brother, Dan, who relocated there last summer. It was a
gorgeous weekend. With leaves in peak color and the sun
shining, it was perfect beer-drinking weather. Asheville is a
craft beer lover’s paradise, with nine breweries/brewpubs
in a town of only 70,000 people. They had fun sampling as
much as they could, which resulted in a comprehensive review of the area’s breweries and style. This outcome should
come as no surprise from one of BURP’s co-ministers of
culture.
Just after Thanksgiving, another BURP couple, Terri
Fischer and Nathan Caldwell, also visited Asheville, for
three and a half days. They took two additional beautiful
late fall days driving down on Skyline Drive and the Blue
Ridge Parkway, stopping at Blue Mountain Brewery.
However, they had cool wet weather and bare tree leaves
in Asheville itself, a major contrast to what Justin and
Teri enjoyed. Fortunately the beer, bars, restaurants and
breweries remained the same! They spent a night near
Charlottesville, VA on the way back and were able to visit
a new brewery/pub – Wild Wolf – and, of course, Devil’s
Backbone.
After consulting with Justin and Teri regarding their visit,
Nathan and Terri included several of the same places during their stay, and added a few more, since they stayed
longer. A great feature of the brewing culture in Asheville
is that a visitor doesn’t need to go to the breweries themselves to have the local products. The local restaurants
and bars proudly and prominently feature local beers, and
enthusiastically support local foods and other products.
Establishments that the Housengers, and the Caldwell/
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Fischer Coalition visited in common, and would highly recommend, are below.
The French Broad Brewing Company is named after
the river that runs through Asheville. The brewery is located just southeast of the city center, in an industrial park
that can be somewhat difficult to find, but worth the effort.
Brews they sampled in common were Zeptemberfest (an
Octoberfest/Märzen,) Anvil Porter and in a bomber-to-go,
the flagship of the brewery, 13 Rebels. We all agreed that
beers from French Broad were enjoyable, true to style, well
done and would set the stage for a great beer-centric visit
to Asheville.

Wedge Brewing Company can be even harder to find,
but it’s a place not to miss. Located on the ground floor
of an art studio (which are numerous in Asheville) and in
the city’s Art District, it is in a former industrial area that
artists are being lured to with cheap leases. This brewery
started operations about six years ago. Overall, the beers
at Wedge had, in their opinion, a little more character than
French Broad and they enjoyed the diversity of the styles
and interpretations. Since they visited at different times of
the year, the beers they had were different. Nathan had his
very favorite beer here of the trip here, a golden, strong
Belgians style called Gollem, which at 10.6% ABV, the
brewery limits its customers to three per visit.
Both the French Broad and The Wedge have small serving areas, and are breweries – not brewpubs – with full
views of the brewing facilities from the tasting areas. The
Wedge had a food truck parked behind it, in full view of the
brewery’s outside seating, serving a full range of crepes
and pupusas made to order in front of the customers as
they waited.
A trip to Asheville would not be complete without a visit to
the Thirsty Monk, a two-level downtown Asheville bar,
with the ground floor serving the best of local and American craft beer, while the basement is reserved for specialty
Belgian taps. The wide range of local, regional, national
and international brews make this an exceptional spot
along the Brew Ridge Trail!
For dinner, both couples highly recommend getting a table
at Bouchon, a French restaurant on Lexington Avenue
downtown. Terri emphatically stated that she could eat
there every day of the week! Terri and Nathan were there
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for Mussels Monday, featuring all-you-can-eat of the four
styles of fresh mussels Bouchon serves. They go well with
Green Man Brewing’s organic ESB. Both couples felt the
French “comfort food” served at Bouchon was the culinary
highlight of their visits! Bouchon doesn’t take reservations,
but a long time on the wait list is worthwhile and allows
visits to other bars, galleries or bookstores in Asheville’s
compact downtown while you wait. In particular, you may
want to wander down to the Book Exchange at the Grove
Arcade, which features both used and new books, and a
champagne bar not to be missed!
Both couples also went to dinner at Zambra, a tapas place
downtown, that while mostly centered on wine, had a few
taps pouring local brews as well. Justin selected Pisgah
Nitro Stout, a stout in the Guinness style with the tan
foamy head, creamy body, and inky black color of a Dry
Irish Stout. Terri and Nathan were seated at the bar for
dinner on a busy Saturday night and never got past the
excellent Spanish wines that the bartender started pouring
them! Both couples agreed the food was excellent.
All four travelers recommend skipping dessert at downtown
restaurants and waiting in line, if needed, at the French
Broad Chocolate Lounge. The restaurant is named after
the river, and not affiliated with the French Broad brewery.
The chocolate here comes in solid and liquid form, served
cold or hot, by itself or coating something crunchy! They
also serve local beers, the Highland Brewing Company’s Black Mocha Stout and Pisgah Brewing’s coffee-based
Stout are among the brews available to compliment the
chocolates. It is a great way to top off the evening.
Justin was able to spend time in Bruisin’ Ales, a beer-only
store with a wide and well deserved reputation for stocking hard-to-find products from all over. Plan your visit there
within the limited hours they are open.
Limones is a downtown dinner spot, with cutting-edge
Mexican cuisine recommended by Terri and Nathan’s B&B
innkeeper. It’s the only place they know of that serves Chipotle Peach Margaritas. Terri and Nathan agree that these
unique libations are worth skipping a pre-dinner beer for,
and you’ll most likely only need one! They did have a local
brew, though, sharing a Highland Brewery Black Mocha
Stout for dessert, and walking carefully back to their B&B!
The Housengers trip to Ashland coincided with the October
session of the very popular Craft Fair of the Southern
Highlands in Asheville’s Civic Center, so that event, combined with prime leaf peeping season, can make lodging
close to downtown hard to find, unless reservations are
made well in advance. The Craft Fair is held in July and October each year; the 2012 dates are July 19-22 & October
18-21, 2012.
For those looking to indulge in activities other than beerdrinking, there are numerous state parks and hiking trails
within the Asheville area. When the weather is not conducive to being outdoors, this makes for a good time to
visit the Biltmore estate, gardens, and winery. The Fischer/
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for 10-14 hours. I usually make the dough before I go to
bed and stash the bowl in the microwave overnight.
After the rest, turn out the dough onto a floured work
surface. Using a bench scraper, fold the dough over on
itself about 4-6 times. Sprinkle a little flour on top with
each fold. Gently shape the dough into a ball, and place
in a parchment lined 10-inch skillet. Lightly dust the top
with flour and cover with plastic wrap. Let rest for about 2
hours.

Caldwell Coalition found post-Thanksgiving was a great
time to avoid the holiday and fall leaf season crowds, and
enjoy the Biltmore Estate. They were able to find an affordable mid-week rate at one of the many B&B’s, and chose
one within walkable distance from downtown. By being
prepared for a variety of weather, the lack of crowds made
their stay quite pleasant. Their B&B also offered reduced
rate two-day tickets to the Biltmore, a common amenity
offered by members of the local B&B association.
Contact the Housengers or the Fischer/Caldwell coalition
for more information, or to share your trip recommendations to Asheville.

Jim Tyndall’s Guinness Stout
Bread
Most beer breads are quick breads using baking soda and/
or baking powder for the rise. This is a no-knead yeast
bread that makes a hearty crusty loaf.
3 cups all purpose flour
1 cup whole wheat flour
2 teaspoons kosher salt
1/2 teaspoon dried yeast (that’s right, only 1/2 teaspoon)
16 oz room temp. Guinness Stout
2 tablespoons malt syrup, or molasses
Add malt syrup or molasses to beer and stir to dissolve the
syrup.
Mix dry ingredients together.
Add wet to dry ingredients and mix until all the flour is
incorporated. Scrape down the sides of the bowl. The
dough should be very wet. If all the flour doesn’t mix in,
add a little more beer. Cover with plastic wrap and let rest

Place your Dutch oven and it’s lid in the oven and heat to
450 F for 30 minutes. Carefully pick up your dough by the
corners of the parchment paper and drop into the Dutch
oven. Replace the lid (Remember it’s very hot). Bake for 30
minutes. Then remove the lid (It’s still hot) and bake for
another 15 minutes. Carefully remove your loaf from the
Dutch oven discard the parchment paper and place bread
on oven rack. Close the door; turn off the heat, and let
set for 15 minutes. Remove the bread from the oven and
completely cool on a rack.
Watch my video on YouTube (or click on the video below):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCK_cSV5DD8
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Designated Driver Program
In its quest to promote the safe and responsible enjoyment of
homebrewed beer, BURP is pleased to offer its Designated Driver
Program. If you are a designated driver, you will receive
complimentary door prize tickets.
Note: Non-alcoholic
beverages are not provided by the club. Please bring your
own supply to club events.

Guide for New Members
Bring more beer than you drink; bring more food than you eat.
Find the nametags and put one on. Sample (i.e., drink a small
quantity of) other people’s beers and make constructive
comments. Give other people samples of your beer. Chat freely
with the first stranger you meet; that person won’t be a stranger
for long. Don’t drive while intoxicated.

